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... Policies leading to the 
cutting of the number of jobs in 
the government sector do not 
have race-neutral effects ...

















































# TITLE HOURS DAYS INSTRUCTOR
200 PRINCIPLES.MICROECON 0920-1030 AM MWF PEREZ-MARES
200 PRINCIPLES.MICROECON 0120-0230 PM MWF PEREZ-MARES
200 PRINCIPLES.MICROECON 0600-0750 PM MW ASHEGHIAN
200 PRINCIPLES.MICROECON 1200-0150 PM TR KONYAR
200 PRINCIPLES.MICROECON 0400-0550 PM TR KONYAR
202 PRINCIPLES.MACROECON 0920-1030 AM MWF STAFF
202 PRINCIPLES.MACROECON 1040-1150 AM MWF PEREZ-MARES
202 PRINCIPLES.MACROECON 0600-0750 PM MW STAFF
202 PRINCIPLES.MACROECON 1000-1150 AM TR STAFF
202 PRINCIPLES.MACROECON 0400-0550 PM TR PIERCE
300 INTERMEDIATE.MACROECON 0600-0750 PM TR PIERCE
311 ECON.K-8 0400-0550 PM MW CUSHING
311D ECON.K-8 TBA TBA TBA CHARKINS
322 MANAGERIAL.ECON 1000-1150 AM TR KONYAR
352 PE.OF.POVERTY.AND.DISCRIMINATION 0400-0550 PM TR STAFF
360 ENVIRONMENTAL.ECON 0800-0950 PM TR DULGEROFF
430 INTERNATIONAL.ECON 0400-0550 PM MW ASHEGHIAN
443 ORIGINS.OF.PE 1040-1150 AM MWF NILSSON
475 PUBLIC.FINANCE 0120-0230 PM MWF NILSSON
520 SOCIAL.ECONOMICS 0600-0750 PM MW TORUNO
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